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Volume Two of DS Starts Here

Harrison Britannia Label in Israel

Cumulative Index for Issues 1 to 25 produced

Article proves overseas use and provides a date

Regular readers who receive notification of new
issues of DS by email will be aware that a
Cumulative Index for issues 1 to 25 comprising 26
PDF pages of A4 text was recently issued.

Being a wide reader helps with research. While
searching BAPIP Bulletin [GB], your compiler
came across reference to the Harrison Britannia coil
dummy stamp being used in the Middle East.

It is available to download,
print or save now from
www.stampprinters.info/
dummystamps.htm
along with various title
pages that may be of use to
those choosing to bind their
issues of the newsletter and
the additional coil research
papers, appendices and
supplements issued so far.
Although, not specifically stating so in the masthead
information above , this issue of Dummy Stamps is
the first issue of volume two. *

Norman J Collins wrote
in May 1991 that 100
rolls were supplied under
requisition 9631/1 in
1938 for testing coil
dispensers and a further
40 rolls in 1946 under
requisition 2450/3. The
colour was deep brown
and they were supplied in
continuous rolls of (?).
Collins book Palestine Mandate Issues 1921-1948,
The Crown Agents Requisition Books, published
1987, apparently mentions these coils within. *

Further Enschedé Chicks and Egg Dummy Stamp Discovered
Similar to previously advised item, but design element is now across two dummy stamps

This chicks and egg design was previously used on another label, but this version is worded on the left-hand
dummy stamp 'Joh. Enschedé en Zonen' and on the right-hand 'Goebel' (a famous German printing press
manufacturer). Not seen before and probably used as part of a newly acquired press 'running-in' test.
Note how there is a black printed rule
through where the perforations have
been struck to monitor accuracy. Also
the concentric colour markings at topright of the 'Goebel' dummy stamp,
indicate that five colours were used.
It is fair to assume that the original
(right of this text) was also part of the
same press commissioning trials. *
© Glenn H Morgan FRPSL

This originally recorded dummy
stamp includes the Dutch
word 'opleidingen' (which
appropriately translates into
English as 'training').

Harrison at Stampex 1957

De La Rue Head Label Rouletted

Scan of red ship print only provided by reader

Was this official or "created"?

Some readers may be familiar with the free 1957
Stampex Harrison card depicting a ship that had
been produced to promote the company and its
photogravure capabilities (mint and used copies
below). Well, a reader has kindly supplied a scan
of the red print only in an uncut sheet of four.

The label depicted below is normally only found
fully perforated, but the example shown is rouletted.
Does anyone know whether this was an official
De La Rue production, or might it have been created
by a collector/dealer from imperf proof sheets? *

(alongside) Rouletted label.
(below on pink paper)
Imperforate proofing sheet.

The original design was produced in 1954 for use by
Harrison when developing photogravure printing on
the web. Single perforated, gummed labels of the
same design (superimposed centrally below) are to
be found on numbered cards, housed within red
tooled leather or cloth covered wallets. *
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(below on white paper)
Imperforate proofing sheet.

Birds Post and Go Test Labels

Further information now available

In DS25, as many examples of the Birds 1 to Birds 4 testing labels that had been found were depicted. As
hoped, a couple of readers have enabled a full set to be illustrated. So, after the end of this newsletter will be
found a replacement page. A full PDF of DS25 has also been uploaded with the replacement page in place.
Interestingly, all 24 Birds designs have been provided as scans in long strips revealing how the testing labels
appear when the 'magic button' within the machine is pressed. Note how impression is too tall for one label.
A P&G engineer confirms that the facility to print this type of label (known as Paderborn labels) has recently
ceased on all but the large format Fast Stamps and rumours that the Sheep and Pigs designs are available, has
not been proven. Reports to contradict this statement are welcomed, especially if scans can be provided.

< Birds 1.

^ Birds 2.
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< Birds 3.

^ Birds 4.

Another type of test print for Post & Go is the 'Printer Configuration' information. Of particular interest is
the 'Test Print Intensity' section, as it uses real labels to undertake a dummy function. These should not
exist in collectors hands, but clearly they do as they appear on eBay regularly! *

Fast Stamps. (Royal Mail repeat wording at left of labels)
Sheep Breeds.
(Farm Animals.)

Pig Breeds.
(Farm Animals.)

Union Flag.
(Diamond Jubilee & London Games.)
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Chambon of Hammersmith Sheet

Henry & Leigh Slater Sheet

Usually spelt in French, these are London productions

Interesting paper producer's publicity sheet

Louis Chambon and the stamp output of the
company once bearing his name has featured on
these pages several times. Recently a full sheet of
English language publicity stamps (below) was
acquired. The dummy stamp states:
'LOUIS CHAMBON / 1861 - 1932 / PIONEER / IN
MULTICOLOUR / ROTARY STAMP PRINTING'.

Many years ago, HLS kindly supplied your
compiler with the sheet depicted on the following
page. It was printed at The House of Questa in
London by offset-lithography and bears the paper
details at the bottom right of the sheet. The two
designs appear to be totally random choices, as they
have no obvious association with Slaters.

The English language version of this dummy stamp
is encountered far less often than its French
language equivalent (an example is superimposed
below), as the British operation was much smaller
in its scope and, indeed, was eventually wound-up
sometime in the late 1960's.

Both halves of the sheet depict a pseudo-cylinder
number, or stock code, of AP1, the significance of
which is unknown. It could simply mean something
like "Advertising Publicity [sheet] 1", or similar.
AP2 appears not to exist, as the question was asked
at the time (the mid-1990's).

These items are more spectacular when found in full
sheets, as they help show the formats available for
the issued stamp equivalent, although acquiring a
block of four or a single often has to suffice. *

Note that the right-hand vertical selvedge is, in
reality, the same width as the left-hand margin, but
the sheet-size is marginally wider than the A3
scanner could handle. *
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Trial Versions of Gold Medal
Stamps in Full A4 Sheet Format
Royal Mail utilises two dummy sheets during testing

On the next page will be found the first unissued A4
dummy sheet created during trials of the Gold Medal
Winners stamps at Walsall Security Printers a few
months back.
The issued A4 sheets will each bear a number in the
series (GMW01 up), issue date and printer location.
One of the issued Isle of Man stamps depicting the so-called
'Manx Missile' using a Getty Images photograph.

An example of the first type dummy FDC.

On the page after that will be found a surprise
second dummy sheet featuring Mark Cavendish
MBE from the Isle of Man in a recent race winning
moment. The sheet is interesting on a few levels.
Firstly, note that the printer location in the margin of
the sheet is shown as Attleborough, which might be
a red-herring intended to fool collectors into
thinking that we have been told one of six secret
printing locations, or it could be an actual site.
Secondly, Mark was recently commemorated on a
set of stamps and sheet from the Isle of Man Post
Office. One of the chosen images (depicted in next
column) is by Getty Images the agency providing
the Royal Mail instant stamp images.

Mark Cavendish enlarged from the A4 dummy sheets.
Note the lack of mention of his MBE honour
on the sheet and margin text.
The official Emblems of the London Organising Committee of the Olympic Games
and Paralympic Games Ltd are © 2007 The London Organising
Committee of the Olympic Games and Paralympic Games Limited.
All rights reserved.

It is a shame that none of these special items will be
marketed to collectors, as they would have sold very
well, it is suspected, even if they needed a VOID
overprint. Perhaps it is still not too late for Royal
Mail to consider such an idea? *

1948 Olympics Facsimile Pack
Mentioned in previous issue, an image is now to hand

Thirdly, it is understood that it was always Royal
Mail's intention with the first dummy sheet to
feature an athlete who would not be competing in
the 2012 London Games, lest the competitor be
jinxed in any way.
Mark, was not treated to this consideration. Let's
hope it does not affect his performance*, although as
these words are being typed he has just crashed
during the Tour de France requiring stitches!
*Update: Mark failed to get Gold at the London Games. Prophetically, the
dummy sheet shows the actual date of his (hoped for) win. As of the start of
Day 4 Team GB has won no Golds, so the instant process has yet to be used.

A poor quality image of the forthcoming (at time of
writing) 'Royal Mail Stamp Reproduction Pack' can
now be shown here. It is priced at £5.95 when it is
purchased from Royal Mail Tallents House. *
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More on London 2012
The story continues to unfold.....

Apologies for going into Olympics overdrive this quarter, but the dummy
stamps story is developing all the time. We are four days into the Games
as these words are typed.
A third dummy sheet has just been 'discovered', having sold on eBay for
£50. It will be noted that the printing is similar to the first dummy sheet,
but it incorporates the date when the (pretend) winner secured Gold in the
cycling (Monday 18 June 2012). It also comprises just the digital print
on plain card and not the imagery and wording that is on the base sheet.
There is text in the left margin reading "GMWE1 Issue date 19 June
2012 / Printer location Swindon".
This test printing (described as a proof by the seller)
was apparently supplied to one of the few Royal Mail
approved ‘day of issue’ distributors for Games stamps.
The issued sheets will be printed at six regional centres,
as previously mentioned. What is now clear, though,
from a Dauwalders stamp dealers' order form is that
the printers are located in the North of England, West
of England (Swindon based on this new dummy sheet),
East of England (Attleborough, based on the Mark
Cavendish dummy sheet), London, Scotland and the
West Midlands. *

The appearance of the stamps
does not imply digitally printed.

Part of this
same design
was used on a
Welcome to the
Games MS.

Australia Post Gets its Instant Stamps Programme underway
Royal Mail was pipped to the post when the Australian's won their first gold medal ahead of Team GB

The Australian women’s 4 x 100m freestyle relay team comprising Alicia Coutts, Cate Campbell, Brittany
Elmslie and Melanie Schlanger became the first athletes to feature on the Australia Post’s Gold Medallist
Stamps for London 2012 on day one of the competitions. It is interesting to contrast Australia Post's
approach to the design of the stamps, compared to that of Royal Mail.
As with GB, Australia Post is
producing stamps for every
Australian gold medallist from
London 2012 , and they are
expected to be available in
participating Australia Post retail
outlets within 48 hours of each
gold medal presentation while
stocks last.
"This program recognises the
hard work and success of our
athletes. It also provides the
public with an exciting
opportunity to collect their own
memento of the Olympic
Games", said Australia Post
Managing Director and CEO
Ahmed Fahour. *
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Enschedé Windows Promo Book
William III of The Netherlands design mimics Machins

A nice booklet from 1996 produced as an attempt to
secure the lucrative Royal Mail window stamp book
printing contract, but without success to this day. *

(above) Front and back covers. (below) Stamp pane.

Waterlow KGVI Imperforate Label Training Stamps for 1924 BEE?
Green seen without perforations for the first time

This item should be well
known to many readers, but
it has not been seen in an
imperforate version by
your compiler before now.
It was sold for A$29.95 to
a lucky Australian. *

Dummy Stamps Study Group
For those with an American dummy stamps interest

A reminder that the United States Stamp Society
runs a Dummy Stamps Study Group for those
who are collecting American dummy stamps. Go to
www.usstamps.org/dssg.html for 27 issues of the
interesting Dummy News and Views and Group
information. *

Free Advertisements
For Terms and Conditions, see DS25

From Jim Noll:
I collect, buy and sell dummy and test stamp sheets
used with Bank ATM machines, USA and worldwide. I can be reached at jenca@pacbell.net *

Genuine, or yet more dodgy items?

Following the small piece on page one of DS25, a
reader offered some helpful information:
"Regarding your query: The Post Office training
schools were started in 1920, so it is plausible that
the BEE stamps could be found with “training
bars”. Though they are of course very easily faked
with a felt-tip and a ruler."
Readers may be aware that modern Machin design
issues were officially produced with felt pens
towards the end of this type of stamp usage and
often sell as 'mint' for under face value. *

...and finally
I always welcome details of new dummy finds from
printers past and present, and so invite you to write via
my Guest Book at stampprinters.info/guestbook.htm,
where requests to subscribe to DS can also be made.
Business, family and other commitments to the hobby
mean that I cannot guarantee that I can rigidly stick to a
publishing programme and suggest that you visit
stampprinters.info/dummystamps.htm
every so often where PDF files of this
and all future and previous issues of
Dummy Stamps will be available
to download and print-off. *
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Birds Post & Go Test Labels

P O staff could until recently generate test labels to adjust equipment

With the early Birds designs being restricted to a mere 30 machines nationwide, it is no surprise that Birds test
labels proved hard to obtain suitable scanned images of. A kind reader has resolved the problem! *
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